
AIBC: About Us 

 
We live in an era of radical innovation and technological progress with the rapid emergence, 

adoption and integration of several novel frontier industries being just on the horizon. AIBC is a 

globally respected nexus for emerging technologies with the best and brightest in the world of 

Blockchain, Artificial intelligence, Quantum Computing and several other sectors all calling the 

summit home.  
 

Launched in 2018 in Malta and founded by Eman Pulis, the inaugural summit set the stage by 

acting as a launchpad for Malta’s novel regulation on DLT, being amongst the first states to do 

so and setting the stage for the mass adoption of the technology. Since then, the summit has 

been one of the core hubs for leading figures from several emerging tech sectors, laying the 

foundation for the economy of the Future.  

Bringing the future to you 
 

The conference is active across five geographical areas with summits being found in Asia, 

Americas, CIS, Europe and Africa with an international audience to match. Exhibitors and 

delegates are drawn from across the world to participate in inspiring keynote speeches, 

enlightening panels, workshops and much more. Our speakers are drawn from the pioneers of 

the emerging tech world, thought leaders and industry titans who’s labour had brought the full 

potential of their ventures into areas such as the Blockchain and AI into the mainstream and 

became pillars of the global economy in the process. Through the platform provided by our 

summit, these leading figures discuss, deliberate and set the stage for the coming Industrial 

Revolution 4.0. 

 

A spotlight for rising stars 
 

With the summit heavily embodying the virtues of entrepreneurship and innovation, our 

conference provides ambitious start-ups with several opportunities to scale exponentially with 

several alumni of our programmes being leading market makers in their own right in the present.  

 

Our Start-Up Pitch combines showmanship with vision by having our top 100 start-ups 

competing for a chance to win up to $500,000 in equity investment as well as several other 

benefits. We are also partnered with Ikigai Ventures, a UK-based Venture Capital firm that 

specialises in emerging sectors, who’s physical presence at each of our summits provides any 

enterprising start-up a variety of opportunities to meet investors. With Eman Pulis, the founder 
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of the AIBC Summit, also being a founding partner of Ikigai Ventures, the partnership acts as a 

natural incubator for the potential market makers of the future. 
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